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Abstract 
H-splines are B-splines with regular hexagonal supports on a three-direction mesh of the plane. This family contains in 
particular classical box-splines which are convolution powers of the piecewise affine pyramid. In this paper, we construct 
discrete or integral qua si-interpolants having the best possible approximation order for the smooth functions. The 
construction is based on properties of hexagonal sequences and associated difference operators and of discrete Laplacian 
schemes. 
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1. Introduction 
Let z be the uniform triangulation of the plane, whose set of vertices is 7/2 and whose edges are 
parallel to the three directions el = (1, 0), e2 = (0, 1) and e 3 = (1, 1). Let z* be the uniform 
triangulation composed of equilateral triangles, whose edges are parallel to the three directions 
e* = (1, 0), e* = ( -½,½ x//3) and e* = (½,½ ~/3). Let us denote P,'(z) (resp. P,~(z*)) the space of 
piecewise polynomial functions (ppf) of degree n and class C r defined on z (resp. z*). To each ppf 
q~ with bounded support (B-spline) defined on z corresponds a unique B-spline ~o* defined on z*, 
therefore the results given below are valid for both triangulations. In this paper, we consider only 
H-splines, i.e., B-splines with regular hexagonal supports (whose sides are composed of the same 
number of edges of z of z*). The family of H-splines contains the classical box-splines in ~2~+ l(Z) for 
r ~> 0, together with new families of B-splines introduced recently in 1-15, 16]. For a given H-spline 
~0, 5a((o) denotes the space of splines {5~z~c(~)q~(. -~) ,  c(~)6 ~} generated by the family of 
translates ~(q~)= {q~(. -~),  ~ e 7/2}. All the families ~(q~) that we use are globally linearly 
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independent, i.e., y~2c  (~)q~(. - c~) = 0 implies c(c~) = 0 for all ~ e 7~2. P(~o) denotes the space of 
polynomials of maximal total degree included 5 ~(q~). Let ah, h > 0, denote the scaling operator 
defined by (ahf)(X) = f(x/h) and let d be the integer defined by Pd = P ((P). We construct discrete or 
integral quasi-interpolants Q from C a+ 1 (N2) into Y(q0) which are exact on P (q0), i.e., satisfy Qp = p 
for all peP(q)) .  Consequently, we have [ IQhf - f l  =O(h d+l) for compactly supported 
f e Cd+I(N2), where Qh = ahQal/h and where any LP-norm is used. These quasi-interpolants are 
local, i.e., they have the form Q f= ~,~z2#~(f) ~o(. -e ) ,  where #=(f) is a finite combination 
of values f(fl) or of mean values ( fq ) ( . - f l ) )  =Sf(x)q~(x- f l )dx,  where fleT/z lies in 
some hexagon centered at ~ e Z z. Such operators have already been considered by many authors 
(see, e.g., [1-3, 6, 9]) but the method presented here seems to be new and works for any kind of 
H-spline. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe two isomorphic algebras: the 
(convolution) algebra H of symmetrical hexagonal sequences and the (composition) algebra 50 of 
difference operators generated by two discrete schemes of Laplacian type. More specifically, we 
construct convenient bases in both algebras and we compute the formal inverse of any D e 5 ° on 
polynomials. In Section 3, we prove that the Schoenberg operator Sf= y~=~af(o~)q)(. - ~) is an 
automorphism of P (q~) which coincides on this space with an invertible difference operator D e 50. 
Defining Q_f = 2 = ~ z~ D-  l f(~) ~0 (. - c0, it follows immediately that the quasi-interpolant Q is exact 
on p(q)). In Section 4, we apply a similar technique to the integral operator 
Tf= Y=~z~ ( f  q~(. - e)) ~0(- - e), and we obtain integral quasi-interpolants. Finally, in Section 5, 
we give an example of each type of operator. 
2. The two algebras H and 50 
2.1. The algebra H of symmetrical hexagonal sequences 
Definition 2.1. (i) For p ~> 1, Hp (resp. H*)  denotes the hexagon in r (resp. z*) centered at the origin, 
with sides of length p. For p = 0, we define Ho = {0}. 
(ii) H* denotes the vector space of real sequences {c(7), e e 7/2} having their support in H* 
(i.e., satisfying c(~)= 0 for ~eZ2\H*) ,  which are invariant by the group of the isometries 
(symmetries and rotations) of this hexagon. H~ denotes the corresponding space of sequences 
supported in Hp. 
It is straightforward to prove the following. 
Theorem 2.2. 
dimHp = d imH* = ~(q 
1) 2 + 
(q+l ) (q+2)  ( 
for p = 2q, 
for p= 2q + l. 
Notation. With any sequence a of Hp, we can associate a list ~= {aoal, . . . ,a,-x}, where 
n = dim H p. The correspondence b tween the list and the actual sequence is described in Fig. 1 
(p = 3, dim H3 = 6). 
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It is easy to verify that the classical convolution product of two hexagonal sequences {a(00, 
~ 7/1 } ~ Hp and {b(fl), fl ~ 7/2 } ~ Hq gives a hexagonal sequence {c(00, ~ ~ 7/2 } ~ Hp+q where 
c(ct) = Z~ a(fl) b(a -- fl). 
Definition 2.3. H = L) p >~ 0Hp denotes the convolution algebra of (symmetrical) hexagonal sequences. 
We now introduce two special hexagonal sequences which generate a basis for H: they are 
associated with the discrete schemes for the Laplacian operator A = 82/3x 2 + 82/@ 2 (see [5, p. 
544]), on the triangulation "c*. 
Definition 2.4. (i) Let A1 e H 1 and A2 e H 2 be the hexagonal sequences associated respectively 
with the lists A1 = [ - 6[ 1] and A2 = [ - 61011, 0]. Let I e Ho be the sequence associated with the 
list reduced to [1]. 
(ii) For p />0,  let Tp be the subset of points (m,n) eNz  satisfying 0~<m+2n~p.  Let 
~p = {A~A~2: (m, n)~ Tp}, where the products are in fact convolution products. 
It is easy to verify that dim Hp = Card~p = Card Tp. This leads to the following. 
Theorem 2.5. ~p is a basis of Hp, for all p >~ O. 
Proof. This property is easy to verify for small values of p (Table 1). 
a 4 
a5 
a5 
a 4 
a 4 a 5 a 5 a4 
a5 az a 3 a 2 a5 ~t=[aolalla2, a3la4, as]eH 3 
a5 a 3 al a I a 3 a5 
a 2 ax a 0 a x a 2 a 4 ~ the bars correspond to the different layers 
a 3 a 1 a 1 a 3 a 5 (around the origin) of coefficients 
a 2 a 3 a 2 a 5 composing the sequence a ~ ~3 
05 05 a4 
Table 1 
Lists associated with A~A2, m + 2n <~ 4 
Fig. 1. 
~3~" 1 {21 = [ --  6113 
f A2 = [-61011,0] '~2 --2 [421 - 1011, 2] Ax 
,S-  '~13 2 [ -3121871 --12, --3011, 3] 
X3 
{.AIA 2 = [361-51-6 ,  2[ 1, 1] 
~4 = [23941 -7321106,3361 -12 ,  -5611,4,  6] 
~ff4 A~z~2 = [-246154138, -321-10 ,  -811 ,2 ,2 ]  
z]2 = [42101 - 10, 010, 011, 0, 23 
~1 = {I, A1} 
~3 = ~2U~3 
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Assume that it is true for ~p and let us prove it for ~p+x. We distinguish the two cases 
p = 2q - 1 and p = 2q. We only prove the first case, the second one being simpler. For p = 2q - 1 
we can write ,~2q~. .~2q- lk . J .~Zq,  where ~2q= {A'~A'~, m+2n =2q} = {AZq, A2q-2A2,... ,  
[2 Aq-1 1) ~,2 , A~ }. Since ~2q-x is a basis of H2q-~ and the supports of sequences in ~':2q are larger 
thffn those of ~'2q- t, one sees immediately that it is sufficient o prove the linear independence of
Jd2q. The first q sequences of ~2q are obtained by convolution of A1 with the q sequences of 
Xzq-~,  the last one beingA~. 
Let us denote by d = (a0, at .... , aq-1, aq-t ,  aq-2, ..., al,  ao) the sequence of the 2q values of 
a ~ J~'~Zq- 1 lying on one side of the boundary of its support Hzq- 1. Convolving by A ~ gives the new 
sequence b : -  a • A t. Therefore, the list of the 2q + 1 values of b on one side of the boundary of its 
support Hza is given by /7=(ao, ao+al ,a l+a2, . . . ,aq -2+ aq-1, 2aq-~,aq-~+aq-2, . . . ,  
al + ao, ao). 
Let A2q-t be the q × q matrix whose column vectors are (ao, a l , . . . ,  aq-a)T for the q sequences 
a in ~2q-1 .  Since J f2q-x is linearly independent, det(A2q-~)~ 0. Similarly, let Azq be the 
(q + 1) x (q + 1) matrix whose q first column vectors have as components the first q + 1 ones of/7, 
for the q sequences a in .:(2q- t, the last column vector being associated with the boundary values 
of A~. For q = 2r, this last column vector of A2q is equal to 
0 0(q)y 
For q = 2r + 1, it is equal to 
0 ..... 0 0y  
Let us compute det (Azq). We subtract he first row from the second one, the second from the 
third, etc . . . .  After q steps, we obtain a new matrix A2q whose first q columns are of the form 
(ao, al , . . . ,  aq- 2, aq-1,  aq-1)  T. 
Therefore the q × q submatrix of A2q obtained by taking its q first rows and columns is equal to 
A2q-t. For the last column, we obtain 
(1, -1 ,  Sl, - s l , s2 ,  - sz , . . . , s r -1 ,  -S r - l ,S , )  v fo rq=2r ,  
(1, -1 ,  sl, --Sl , . . . ,Sr,  --S~) v fo rq=2r+l ,  
where 
Finally, we subtract he qth row of A2q from the last one and we get as last row vector 
(0, 0 .... , O, s, + Sr- t) for q = 2r, 
(0, 0 , . . . ,  0, 2s,), for q = 2r + 1. 
In both cases, the last component of this vector is equal to 2 q+~, therefore we obtain 
det (Azq) = 2 a+a det (Azq- t) ¢ 0. For p = 2q, it is easy to prove, in about the same way as above, 
that det(A2q+l) = det(Azq) ~ O. [] 
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2.2. The algebra ~ of Laplace difference operators 
Definition 2.6. Let us denote also by A1 and Az the following difference operators. For k = 1, 2, 
(Akf)(x) =f (x  + kel) + f (x  + ke2) + f (x  + ke3) -6 f (x )  
+ f (x  -ke l )  + f (x  - ke2) + f (x  -ke3). 
The correspondence b tween hexagonal sequences and difference operators is clear since we 
have, for all a ~ 7/2 and f :  N2 ~ N, 
(dkf)(a) = (dk *f)(a), where f also denotes the sequence {f(a), a e 7/2}. 
Therefore, we can use the same notation, without risk of confusion. 
Definition 2.7. 5(' denotes the (composition) algebra of difference operators generated by the family 
(ATA~:m, n >~ 0}. For all p >/0, 5¢p denotes the vector space with basis {ATA~: (m, n) ~ Tv}. 
It is clear that for all p ~> 0, the two vector spaces &,ep and Hp are isomorphic. Moreover, the 
algebras LP and H are also isomorphic. 
2.3. The formal inverse of an operator D ~ ~¢ 
Let D - ~(m,.)~r a(m,n)A"~d~ E ~p for some p >~ 0. 
Since D a has hexagonal support, its inverse D -1 in the convolution algebras ll(Z 2) has 
a nonbounded support, unless D is proportional to I (see [11, Lemma 2.1]), therefore D- 1 does not 
belong to &a, so we can only define the formal inverse of D. However, we shall see in Section 2.4 that 
D- 1 is finite when restricted to some spaces of polynomials. Setting 
D-1 = ~, fl(m', n') Ar'A~', 
(m' ,n ' )  e Z z 
we must have 
I=DD-~= ~ ( ~ e(m'n)fi(m"n')) m+m'=r  n n '=s  
This leads to the following equations: 
(o, o)/7(o, o) = 1, 
~" c~(m, n) fl(m', n') = 0 for (r, s) # (0, 0), 
/ t /+ / l i '  ~ / "  
/l -t- n '  ~ $ 
which show that D- 1 exists if and only if a (0, 0) # 0. Table 2 gives the equations allowing the 
computation of the first coefficients of D- 1. Examples are given in Section 4. 
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Table 2 
Computation of the first coefficients of D- 
]~10 -~- ~lOflO0 = 0 
flO1 + ~OlflO0 = 0 
320 + a~Ofl~O +%0300 
fl~ + ~oflo~ + ~o~flo~ 
flo2 + ~o~flo~ + 
f13o + Cqofl~o + 
fl21 + O~lOflll + O~Olf120 
312 + %0302 + ~0~/~ 
f103 + ~OlflO2 + 0~02fl01 
f140 + ~lOf120 -it- ~20fl20 
f131 "+- ~lOf121 -[- ~01f130 
322 + a~03~: +a0~/~21 
rio* + ~o~flo3 + %2/302 
=0 
+a~floo = 0 
%zfloo = 0 
~20fllO + ~30flO0 = 0 
+ ~20f101 + 0~llfll0 -~- ~2I/~00 = 0 
"[- 0~llfl01 21- ~02fllO "}- ~12flO0 = 0 
+%3f100 = 0 
+ %0f110 + :%ofloo = 0 
+ %0/~1x + ~1~#~0 + ~30/~0, +%~310 + ~1/~00 =0 
+ ~20fl02 + 0~11flll + 0~02fl20 + ~21flO1 + 0~12fl10 -~- ~22fl00 = 0 
+ 0~llf102 -~- 0~02flll @" ~'12 O1 -~- ~03fllO + 0~13flO0 = 0 
+ C~o3flo~ + ~o~floo =0 
For  the sake of implicity, we assume that ~(0 ,0 )= 1: this is generally true for operators 
associated with H-spline (see the examples in Section 4). 
2.4. The inverse o f  D on polynomials 
Since AI and A 2 annihilate polynomials in Pa, we can easily determine the largest space of 
polynomials annihi lated by an arbitrary generator of 5°. 
Theorem 2.8. For m + n = r >. 1 f ixed, ~2r 1 ~ Ker(A~'A~) and the degree 2r - 1 is maximal. 
Proof. It is clear that P l  ~ Ker(A1) and Ker(A2), that P3 ~ Ker(A2), Ker(A1,A2) and Ker(A2), 
etc .... Assume that we have already proved that P2~- ~ ~ Ker(AT, A~) for m + n = r. Each operator 
of order r + 1 in Lf can be written in either form DA ~ or DA 2, where D is some operator of order r. 
Given p e P2,+ l, we have Akp ~ P2~- 1 for k = 1, 2, therefore DAkp is equal to zero. [] 
Example 2.9. Let D =I  + ~1A1 ~f l ,  then D -1 = I -  ~1A1 on the space P3, for DD -1 :  
I 2 z Ker(A2). -oqA 1 and P3 ~ 
Example 2.10. Let D = I + ~1A1 + ~2A2 + ~3 A2 E ~('2, then D -1 = I + iliA1 + f12A2 + f13 A2 
+ flgAIA2 + fl5Ai ~ ~4 on the space Ps, for we have formally 
DD -1 = I + (~1 +/31)A1 + (~2 +/32)A2 + (~3 + ~1/31 +/33)A 2 + (/34 + ~1/32 + ~2/31)A1A2 
+ (/35 + ~e/32)A 2 + (cq/33 + c~3fll)A 3 + (o~1/34 + c~3/32)A2A2 + ~l/35AIA 2 
+ 3 +  3/33A 4 +  3/3,  A2 +  3/3 A  1 2.2 
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The coefficients of D-~ are given by 
/h  = 
f13 = --0{3 OF 0{2, f14 ---- 20{, 0{2, 1~5 = 0{2. 
The operator A~A~z being equal to 0 on Ps for m + n > 3, we thus obtain DD -1 =/on P5. 
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3. Quasi-interpolants associated with H-splines 
3.1. Discrete quasi-interpolants 
Let (p be any Hp+l-spline (i.e., supp(¢)= Hp+x), let ~= {q)(0{), 0{eHp} be the hexagonal 
sequence of Hp associated with ~0 and let D e L, ep the difference operator associated with this 
sequence. It is well known (see, e.g., [1]) that the Schoenberg operator defined by 
S f= y~z2f(0{) ~o(. -0{) is an automorphism on Pa:= P(q)). Then we have 
Theorem 3.1. (i) The operators S and D coincide on Pd, therefore D- 1 exists and coincides on [P d with 
an operator in ~ which is also denoted D-1 
(ii) The discrete quasi-interpolant defined by 
Qf= SD- l f=  
~eY_ 2 
is exact on P(~o). 
D- ' f (0{) q9 (. - 0{) = E f  (0{) (D -1  (p) (. - -  0{)  = D- ' S f 
Proof. (i) For p ~ P (qg), there exists a unique q e P (~p) such that p = Sq, therefore we have 
~EHp c~ 
where D is the difference operator associated with (p. Now, it is easy to prove that for q e P(q)), 
E~ Alq(0{)q~(" --0{) = Z~q(0{)A1 q~(" -0{). 
A similar identity holds for A 2, and by induction, for any operator D e L~. Therefore we have 
Sp = ~,Dq(0{)~p(. -0{)= E, q(0{) DO(. -0{)= DSq = Dp for all p e P(qg). Since S is an automor- 
phism on P (~p), so is D, and D-1 is finite on P (~o) according to Theorem 2.8. 
(ii) Denoting also D-  1 the finite series defined above, we set Q = SD- 1. Then for all p e P (qg), 
D-  i p E P (q~), therefore Qp = SD- 1 p = DD- 1 p = p, which proves that the quasi-interpolant Q is 
exact on P (~0). [] 
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3.2. Integral quasi-interpolants 
We now consider the following integral version of the Schoenberg operator, which is also an 
extension to H-splines of Bernstein-Durrmeyer operators [7] and of various spline operators (see 
e.g. [4, 9, 13]): 
T f = Y, ( f, ~o(. --:t) > ~p(. --ct). 
~t 
We assume that ~b (0) = S q)(x) dx = 1, which is generally true for all H-splines q~ that we consider 
in applications (see [17] for details). Then T is also an automorphism on P(q~) and we have the 
following result. 
Theorem 3.2. (i) The operator T coincides on P (q~) with the difference operator D ~ ,.~ff 2p associated 
with the hexagonal sequence ~6 H2p defined by 
8 (a - f l )=fq~(x -~)q~(x - f l )dx ,  (a, fl) 6Z  2x7/2 .
Therefore D-1 exists and coincides on ~z (tp) with an operator in 5~ also denoted D-x 
(ii) The integral quasi-interpolant defined by 
Of= (T /~- ' ) f=  Z ( / ) - i f  q~(. -a )> q~(- -~)  
Gt 
~t 
= ~ <f q~(. --~)> (D-'~p)(. -a )  = (D- ' r ) f  
Ct 
is exact on P(q~). 
Proofi (i) It is similar to that of Theorem 3.1 (i). For any p ~ P (~0), there exists a unique q 6 1 z (~0) such 
that Sq = p. 
Tp = ~ < tp(. -~)> ~o(. -~)= ~(~ q(f l ) f f(~-f l )~0(./  -~) ,  
where ~(a - fl) -= S q~(x - a) q)(x - fl) dx. Now defining Dq(x) = ~ ~t(7)q(x + 7)(/~ ~2p since 
ff 6 H2p), and using the argument already given in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we obtain 
rp  = ~ Dq(~) ~p(. - ~) = f, q(~) Dtp(. - a) --- D Sq = Dp. 
¢t ~t 
Since T is an isomorphism of ~ (tp), so is / )  and its inverse/~-~ has a finite expression on fl~ (~o), 
according to Theorem 2.8. 
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(ii) Denoting a lso/3-  x the finite series defined in this way, we set (~ = T0-1  =/3 -1T .  Then for 
all p e P ((p),/~- x p e P(tp) therefore Qp = T ~-  l p =/3/3- lp =/3-  X ~p =/3-  a Tp = p, thus proving 
that (~ is exact on P (~o). [] 
4. Examples 
4.1. Discrete quasi-interpolants a sociated with the H3-spline (box-spline) q~ e P4(z) 
The list associated with the hexagonal sequence • = {~o(~), ~ EH2} EH 2 is the following: 
1 4= 
840 
[28818611,5] (see, e.g., [-10] or [12] for this computation). 
The expansion of the associated ifference operator in the basis ~2 is D = I + 0~ 1,d 1 -]- ~2A2 + 
:t3 A2 ff~a 2 where al = 37/280, c(2 = - 1/560, 53 = 1/336. 
According to Example 2.10, the expression of D- ' ,  restricted to Dz5, is given by 
D -1 = I +/31A 2 + f12A2 + f13 A2 +/34A1A2 +/3sA~ e~4 where /31 = - 37/280, /32 = 1/560, 
/33 = 3407/3(280) 2,/34 = -- 37/(280) 2,/35 = 1/(560) 2. 
Finally, the list corresponding to the hexagonal sequence in H4 associated with D- '  is the 
following: [bolb, lb2,balb4,bslb6,bv, s] with bs = 2/35 = 2/(560) 2, b7 = 0, b6 = f15 = 1/(560) 2, 
b4 = b5 =/34 = - 37/(280) 2, b3 = 2(/33 +/345) = 6592/3(280) 2, b2 = /32 +/33 -- 6/34 -- 10/35 = 
8971/6(280) 1, bl =/31 - 10/33 - 5/34 = - 34 895/3(280) 2, bo = 1 - 6/31 - 6/32 + 42/33 + 36/34 + 
42/35 = 332 193/2(280) 1.
The corresponding quasi-interpolant is exact on Ps. Of course, since/34 and/35 are very small, the 
approximant associated with the first four terms of D-  ~ is still quite good. 
4.2. Integral quasi-interpolant associated with the H2-spline (box-spline) tp ~ •2 
It is well known that ~(~ - /3 )  = ~ ~o (x - :t) ~o(x - /3 )  dx = ~O (~ - /3) ,  where qJ is the H4-spline 
(box-spline) in pSo (see, e.g., 1-12]). The list associated with the hexagonal sequence {~k(~), 
e 7/2 } e H3 is the following: 
1 [949920[377420[17360151000[20 ,  340]  
= "~" I ~0 t~l 0~2 0(3 ~4 (z5 " 
The associated ifference operator /3 ~ 5¢ 3 is 
/3 = I + cqAx + ~zA2 + 0C3 A2 + ct4A1A 2 + ~5 A3, 
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where 
~1 = az + 5a3 - 39a4 + 34a5 = 67/378, 
1 
~2 : a2  - -  2a3  "q- 12a4 - 5a5 = - 1/378, 
1 
c~3 = ~a3 - 9a4 + 8a5 = 701/90 720, 
1 (3a4 as) 1/25 920, 
1 (as - a4) = 1/22 680. '~5 =2 
Since P3 = P(cp) is the max imal  space of po lynomia ls  included in ~(cp) ,  we consider the 
fol lowing t runcat ion of /5  (which is an automorph ism on P3):/33 = I + ~2A1 + ~2A2. Its inverse 
on this space is s imply /53 1 = I -  ~ IA I  -~2Az ,  since the compos i t ion  of the two operators  is 
equal to I -  2 2 ~IAa + 2~l ~2A1A2 - ~2 A~ and A 2, A1A2, A 2 annihi late P3. Therefore the fol lowing 
operator  (~ is exact on Dz3 • 
Of  = E (.£ (~P - oq A~ ~p -~zA2 ~P) (" - ?) ) ~o(. - 7) 
7 
= Z ( J ; ,  ( .  - ). - A= - - 
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